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MONTRACHET C10 INDEX
The Montrachet C10 Index provides a transparent and objective 
measure of  the Price Return Performance of  a basket of  leading 
cryptocurrencies, measured against the US dollar, trading at well-
established digital asset exchanges. 

The primary objective of  this index is to deliver long term capital 
growth at moderate levels of  volatility relative to the asset class. 
The index will provide investors with exposure to the top 10 
cryptoassets while providing dynamic balancing in times of  
market stress.

The index is suitable for medium to long-term investors seeking
healthy levels of  exposure to the top 10 cryptoassets. Investors
should expect moderately high levels of  volatility and potential
drawdown of their investment.



RETURN / RISK PROFILE

In terms of  the risk/return profile, the C10 Index has a 
moderately high risk rating with the intention of  achieving
superior returns. Risk is defined as the volatility of  the 
index returns. Increased risk is accompanied by a greater
potential drawdown of the funds assets.

The risk/reward profile is specifically relative to the top 10 
crypto assets and incorporates the index's dynamic strategy. 
The profile is by no means comparable or related to 
traditional assets or funds.



EXCHANGE MONITORING

To calculate index constituent prices, Montrachet sources 

consolidated trade data (last sale) from a variety of  well-

established exchanges that have been approved and 

whitelisted. All input prices are based on actual transactions. 

Several quantitative and qualitative processes are in place to 

determine and validate input prices, such as automated 

outlier filters and data monitors. 



CURRENCIES MONITORING
Currencies subject to blacklisting or fraudulent flagging from 
regulatory authorities will not be considered for index compositions. 
Anonymous protocols and forked protocols will not be considered for 
index compositions too. 

An ADTV (Average Daily Traded Value) floor has been established, 
to avoid inclusion of  currencies with low liquidity. Currencies must 
have at least 10.000.000 USD in ADTV during the last 5 trading days 
before reconstitution. 

In addition, currencies must be traded on at least two Whitelisted 
exchanges to be considered. 

The 10 constituent pairs have been selected based on their Free Float 
Market Capitalization ranking. Circulating supply is used as a proxy 
for the calculation of  the currencies float. 



THE C10 INDEX
For the C10 Index, we took the top 10 coins and assigned each coin a 
% allocation based on their weighted market capitalization. Then we 
capped every coin to be at most 20% of  the total portfolio value. 
Anything above 20% gets redistributed to all the coins below 20%, with 
a minimum cap of  5% until the entire sum of  the portfolio adds up to 
100% and the asset buffers zone will be 5%.

The C10 Index makes up ~84% of  the cryptocurrency market. For 
comparison, the S&P 500 represents ~75% of  the US stock market.
Over a 3-year period, Bitcoin was up by a factor of  42x. C10 Index 
with no rebalancing was up a factor of  51x and the C10 Index with 
monthly rebalancing was up a factor of  164x.

A rebalance every 4 weeks incurred 0.22% in annual transaction costs.



MONTRACHET C10 INDEX HOLDINGS



ABOUT THE 20% 
CAPS
While caps are commonly used across 
traditional equity indices, it is the only 
method to weigh lower-capped coins 
higher. Placing a 20% cap on each 
coin, gives us the possibility to have a 
more stabilized index.

For example, BTC’s market cap is 
~20x higher than the 5th highest 
ranking coin, that will have an unfair 
weight in the index, if  it’s not caped



RISK WARNINGS

Montrachet does not offer any explicit or tacit guarantee or 
assurance, neither pertaining to the results from the use of  the Index 
nor the level of  the Index at any certain point in time. Customers 
should consider obtaining independent advice before making any 
financial decision. 

This factsheet does not constitute investment, financial or other
advice and is supplied for information purpose only. Past
performance is not a guide to future returns. Every effort has been 
made to ensure the accuracy of  the information provided, but 
Montrachet Capital makes no warranty regarding such information. 


